Saigon Holding Back At Paris Until Monsoon

Lull In War, U.S. Ignored

By JANE EARLE

PORT HILL — A bomb
battered the homes of
both the U.S. and Saigon
forces here on Sunday
night as they began to
regroup for the next
battles.

The bomb attack was a
result of the cease-fire
agreement reached last
night between the two
countries. The cease-
fire agreement was ac-
mplished after two day's
of negotiations between
the two countries.
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Eight Become Summer Brides In Formal Ceremonies

Holiday Marriages

Couples Wed On ‘Fourth’

Single Girl Faces Problem

Betrothed Pairs Announce End Of August Ceremonies
'Mythology In Stars' Reaches its Midpoint

Truman Sees 4th Parade

Israels Reject Censure By UN

10,000 Household Income Figures Given In Report

Teenage Mother

U.S. Building Is Stormed In Sydney

SWIM TWIGHT BEACH

SMOOTH ROCIES

3 COLORED HITS

14 FLAGS

2 COLOR POSTERS

FREE PARKING

VILLAGE

WALT DISNEY

2001

a space odyssey

Weather Word

Income Funds Bring High Dividends

Twisting Rodeo Cuts

Dancing, singing and clowning are not the only entertainment given during the annual rodeo. There is fun and humor in the round-up both before and after the rodeo events.

Top bills on the card for the evening include the Wellington Posse, a group of professional cowboys from Washington who will put on a top bill western entertainment show. The Wellington Posse has put on rodeos all over the country and is well known for their skill and dramatics in the rodeo events.

Saturday's top event will be the barrel racing where the best in the business will be on hand to compete for the title of barrel racing champion.

A special feature of the rodeo will be the women's rodeo. This is a new addition to the rodeo and is sure to be a big hit with the crowd. The women will be competing in events such as rodeo riding and calf roping.

The rodeo will also feature a variety of other events including calf roping, team roping, bull riding and more.

The rodeo will be held at the local fairgrounds and will be open to the public. Gates will open at 7:00 PM and the rodeo will start at 8:00 PM. Tickets are available for purchase at the gate.

The rodeo is sponsored by the local rodeo association and is a major event in the community. It is a great way for locals to come together and enjoy a night of fun and entertainment.

We'd like to show you how a no-frost refrigerator freezer proves again that...
Editorials

Other Side Of Oil Story

It seems to be the same story for giant oil companies and for the Department of Energy in Washington. The department has a policy of looking at the results of increased competition as a benefit to the consumer. But the oil companies are always ready to point out that increased competition means increased prices, increased costs, and increased taxes.

In 1967, the United States had roughly 100 oil companies. In 1973, there were only about 30. The department's policy has been to allow these companies to merge and concentrate, despite the fact that this would lead to higher prices and taxes. The oil companies have been able to dictate the terms of the merger and acquisition policy, and the board of the department has never interfered.

The oil companies have been able to dictate the terms of the merger and acquisition policy, and the board of the department has never interfered. The board has been dominated by the oil companies, and the department has been controlled by the oil companies.
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Underground Library

A library of underground newspapers has been established at this magazine. The papers are available on a subscription basis and are written by writers from around the world. The papers are written in a variety of languages and cover a wide range of topics, from politics to culture.

State Editors Say

Reforms Should Go Now

We are editors of newspapers in the state of Oklahoma. We have been working on the implementation of reforms for the past few years. We have been working on the implementation of reforms for the past few years. We have been working on the implementation of reforms for the past few years. We have been working on the implementation of reforms for the past few years.

Billy Graham

It's a Secret

After many years of working in the field of politics, I can tell you that there are certain things that politicians refuse to talk about. They are afraid of losing their support or of being called out. They are afraid of losing their support or of being called out. They are afraid of losing their support or of being called out.
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School Program Gets Grant

Oklahoma First

On 5th Holiday

The program is a new initiative for the state of Oklahoma. It is designed to provide children with a quality education and to help them develop the skills they need to succeed in life. The program is supported by a grant from the federal government.

You Can't Fight Racism With Neglect

Panthers Answer Carmichael

The Panthers are a group of black activists who are fighting against racism and police brutality. They have been called the "radical" wing of the civil rights movement. They have been called the "radical" wing of the civil rights movement. They have been called the "radical" wing of the civil rights movement.
Pride Marches In City On 4th

By BARB BONNIET

Bunting fluttered from houses along with the carnival floats of the city's annual Fourth of July celebration. The day was a festive occasion, with people of all ages enjoying the festivities. Pride marched in the city on the 4th of July.

Viet Veterans Shun GI Bill

Despite being offered benefits under the GI Bill, some veterans chose to decline them. This is because they felt that the benefits did not meet their needs or preferences. The option is always available, but it is not always the most preferred choice.

U.S. Japanese Scientists Talk

In a packed seminar room, a group of Japanese scientists presented their latest findings. The audience listened intently, eager to learn from the experts. The session was insightful and informative, providing valuable insights into scientific advancements.

S.120 Token At Station

A new token system was introduced at a local station, allowing for a smoother and more efficient service. The tokens are now available for purchase, and the station is equipped to handle the new system.

Police Grab Porachutist

New York City police arrested a man who was allegedly planning to jump from a high building. The man, identified as a parachutist, was taken into custody and is currently being questioned.

MAST Group Of Men's Suits

Valued at $29.90

The MAST Group offers a wide selection of men's suits at an affordable price. These suits are designed to be both stylish and comfortable, making them a popular choice among men.

Bookout Sweeps On Half-Mile Track

The Bookout sweeps took place on the half-mile track, featuring a thrilling race for the fans. The event was a highlight of the racing season, attracting a large audience.

BAILEY, 89ERS WALLOP OMAHA

The 89ers wallop Omaha in a dominant performance, showcasing their skills and determination. The game was filled with exciting moments, making it a memorable experience for all involved.

It's Yarbrough In Firecracker

The Yarbrough firecracker was lit with pride, celebrating the spirit of the day. The event was a popular attraction, with people coming from all over to witness the spectacle.

Expos Stop Philly

The Expos stopped the Philadelphia Phillies in a decisive victory, showcasing their talent and strength. The game was filled with exciting moments, making it a thrilling match for the fans.

Billie Jean Bows In Finals

Billie Jean won the final match, capturing the attention of the audience. Her determination and skill were on full display, making her a force to be reckoned with in the world of tennis.

Cubs Roll On, 3-1

The Chicago Cubs continued their winning streak, defeating their opponents with a score of 3-1. The game was a testament to their resilience and hard work, leaving fans excited for more.

Twins Paddle A's

The Minnesota Twins paddled the A's, showcasing their dominance and skill. The game was filled with exciting moments, making it a memorable experience for all involved.
Rain Washes Out Buick's 2nd Day

Sears Tops In Doubles

Fans Flock To Tracks, Marks Fall

Keating Powers Norman In Full Gear

OsU Golfer Leads By 3

Davenport Tie Hurries Record

Cards Call Ellis; KC Tabs Schaal

Not All Wimbledon Figures Are 3-6, 6-2, 2-6, 3

Bonds Hits 3, Giants Sweep

Mets Waylay Pirates Twice

Orioles Stopped By Lolich

California, White Sox Split Two

Hawk's Blast Dumps Yanks

Yaz Shines, Bosox Split

Woes Mount In Global
Enjoy the Timeless Beauty and Elegance of Velvet
3-PIECE TRADITIONAL LIVING ROOM GROUP

Summer Show & Sale Priced! Compare at $449 $288

This luxurious Crushed Velvet sofa, is deliciously lush looking. The seat and back cushions are reversible with polyurethane wrapped over light urethane foam, in rich olive or gold crushed velvet. The companion chairs are the essence of quiet comfort in coordinating olive or gold cut velvet. Seat and back cushions are cut velvet with combining tweed fabrics. The exposed wood legs are fir wood with exquisite front casters.

Double Barreled Savings!
KROEHLER COLONIAL BARREL CHAIRS

Great Savings Now DURING EVANS SUMMER SHOW & SALE!
Your Choice $68

Smart and comfortable with just the right size for that hard to fit space. Beautiful Early American fabric. Reversible cushions. All solid hardwood frames. Slides, Maple hickory lounge chair in gold or green plush. Tub chair in solid gold or green tweed.

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS 5800 SOUTH WESTERN 2-2461 OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9, SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING